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Summary  

Assessment is an essential part of teaching and learning, but too often it leads to misleading conclusions – 
sometimes with dire consequences for students. How can educators improve assessment practices so that the 
results are accurate, meaningful, informative and fair? Educator and best-selling author Myron Dueck draws 
from his firsthand experience and his work with districts around the world to provide a simple but profound 
answer: put student voice and choice at the centre of the process. 

In this engaging and well-researched book, Dueck reveals troubling issues related to traditional approaches and 
offers numerous examples of educators at all levels who are transforming assessment by using tools and 
methods that engage and empower students. He also shares surprising revelations about the nature of memory 
and learning that speak to the need for rethinking how we measure student understanding and achievement.  

Readers will find sound advice and detailed guidance on how to: 

• share and cocreate precise learning targets 
• develop student-friendly rubrics linked to standards 
• involve students in ongoing assessment procedures 
• replace flawed grading systems with ones that better reflect what students know and can do 
• design structures for students’ self-reporting on their progress in learning.  

Inspired by the origins of the word assessment – derived from the Latin word for ‘to sit beside’ – Dueck urges 
educators to discard old habits and instead work with students as partners in assessment. For those who do, 
the effort is rewarding and the benefits are significant. 

Other resources  

• Grading smarter, not harder: Assessment strategies that motivate kids and help them learn (114003) 
• Embedded formative assessment, 2nd edition (SOT5688) 
• Fast and effective assessment: How to reduce your workload and improve student learning (118002)  
• Five paths of student engagement: Blazing the trail to learning and success (SOT4384) 
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